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Stamp It!: DIY Printing With Handmade Stamps
Synopsis

Want to create a stylish, hand-printed look on your crafts—but find traditional printmaking intimidating? Then stamp it! Ten top designers, each with a distinctive style, have devised a collection of 45 stunning stamped projects plus 200 easily duplicated motifs. The stamps themselves are made of readily available household or store-bought items, and a lavishly photographed basics section walks beginners through the techniques, from transferring images to cutting and carving the stamps to inking. Make gift tags, stationery, wrapping paper, invitations, building blocks, and more! Features projects by top designers, including:

Ishtar Olivera
Kerri Winterstein
Jo Riyo Kihara
Noelle Griskey
Gertie Jaquet
Memi the Rainbow
and more!
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Jenny Doh is the former Editor-in-Chief of Somerset Studio magazine and is the President and Founder of crescendoh.com. Jenny serves regularly as keynote speaker across the nation delivering messages related to creative passion, authentic leadership, effective communication, and focused compassion. For her leadership in publishing and the art-and-crafting community, Jenny was recognized by Folio magazine as one of the top 40 leaders within the publishing industry. Jenny is the author of several books, including Hand in Hand and We Make Dolls (both Lark). She lives in Santa Ana, CA.
If you are creative and like the idea of making stamps, this is a great book. I got it at the library and realized I didn’t want to return it. Now I own it. I enjoy the process of carving into a stamp anything that I can think up. Too bad the best carving materials and tools are no longer available but don’t let that stop you. One of the best carving materials I have found is a small white eraser at the dollar store. Yes, it limits the size of the stamp but it carves like butter.

When I find a craft that I enjoy, I get lots of books on the subject (yes, I’m a bit of a junkie). Thinking of all of the books that I have, this is by far the BEST craft book I have ever seen. Not only does it give you instructions on the many ways to carve stamps, it also contains the most clever projects you can imagine. Most craft books may have 1-2 projects I may want to try, but this book makes me want to try every single one!! They are all extremely unique and clever. I can’t wait to get started with project #1 and continue to the last one!

A superb book filled cover to cover with usable and excellent information

Lovely book with a variety of contributors and projects and a lot of clear directions, tips and photos. Some of the projects are not particularly to my taste, but overall, a good informative and inspiring read.

A great stamping book! Purchased one as a gift, another for me. Loads of fun projects and good clear instructions.

This was another product recommended by Amy Tan (of Amy Tangerine). I love the pictures and the instructions on how to make your own stamps. The things you use to make stamps do not have to be expensive, they can be pencil erasers or pink erasers! I like that they include the artwork in the back of the book with alternate(extra images. I can’t wait to try this out. I also bought the Speedball Linoleum Cutter Assortment so I can get started making little stamps! The cutter was also a good price through.

This book met my expectations. Beautiful, clear and projects are cute and affordable! I would recommend it to craft lovers.

I really liked this one. The projects are refreshing and easy to make. It has very good tips to follow.